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Sonication-Mediated Covalent Cross-linking of ssDNA to SWCNTs DNA:SWCNTs Hybridize to Complementary ssDNA
A B B C
Panel 2. DNA covalently cross-linked to SWCNTs retain their ability to hybridize to
complementary DNA strands. T30:SWCNTs were hybridized with Fluoro-A30, showing
a significant fluorescence intensity (A). However, the fluorescence intensity was
significantly less when Fluoro-T30 was added suggesting the complementary
sequence is necessary for hybridization. AFM was also used to observe the
hybridization. TG15:SWCNTs (B,D,F) exhibit features along the SWCNT with heights
~3 nm. When CA15 is hybridized to TG15:SWCNTs (C,E,G) the heights of the features
increase to ~7-8 nm.
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Panel 1. The amount of SWCNTs dispersed in solution was observed using
UV-visible spectroscopy (λ = 750 nm). The presence of either Trolox or
Vitamin C prevent the dispersion of SWCNTs by DNA (A). These results
suggest the generation of radical intermediates that form a covalent anchor 70nm110nmA
between ssDNA and SWCNTs. We hypothesize that DNA forms a weak,
reversible association with the SWCNTs (B, a-c). Sonication then creates “hot
spots” for covalent cross-linking (B,d) Centrifugation, then separates non-
reactive SWCNTs from the DNA:SWCNTs (B,e). Filtration removes unbound
DNA from the solution (B,f) yielding covalently linked DNA:SWCNTs (B,g).
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Sonication Created Damage to the Sidewalls of SWCNTs Cellular Translocation of Dual-labeled DNA:SWCNTs
“Attachment Site”
Alexa594-DNAAlexa488-DNA








Panel 4. A longer ssDNA “Attachment Sequence” was designed (A) to contain a poly T tail for optimal attachment to the carbon nanotube, as well as
800nm Panel 3. AFM images show T30:SWCNTs prepared by sonication
times of 60 min (A), 90 min (B) and 120 min (C). As sonication
time increases, it can be seen that there is a significant shortening
of the nanotubes. There is also noticeably more individual,
dispersed nanotubes as sonication time is increased to 120 min.
C
a combination of two sequences that were hybridized to two short DNA sequences, one conjugated to Alexa594 dye and the other to Alexa488 dye.
The dual-labeled DNA:SWCNT were used to treat MCF-7 cells for 24 hr (B and C) and 6 hr (D) and visualized using CytoViva imaging with dark-
field microscopy as well as a dual-mode fluorescence (DMF) module. Microscopy suggests colocalization by excitation filters for Texas Red (B),
FITC (C), and the triple mode (D) which allows for visualization of dark-field simultaneously with the (DMF). This can be seen by the presence of800nm
SWCNTs were sonicated in the
absense of DNA and observed using XPS (D). Sonication increases the C-O content nanotubes relative to as-received
SWCNTs, as well as a decrease in the shake-up, attributed to deterioration of the extended π-system. When Trolox is
present during sonication, the shake-up is also decreased, however the O=C-OH content did not increase. The
both red and green dyes within the cells.SWCNT sidewall damage can also be observed by TEM before sonication (E) and after 120 min sonication (D).
